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Fig.1 Harvesting trial late September (2020)

Fig.2 David Ellwood harvesting the late cut ratoon trial (2020)
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Reducing Inorganic Nitrogen (N) Fertiliser Rates on Late Cut Ratoon Paddocks

To determine if yield performance is
impacted by a reduction in applied
inorganic N fertiliser compared to the
Six-Easy-Steps (6ES) recommended
rate on late cut ratoons.

The last several years has seen the
extension of harvest seasons,
resulting in crops ratooning closer to
the start of wet season. This has
seen a reduction in yield
performance.
N fertiliser applied to late harvested
paddocks at the 6ES
recommendations may provide an
over-supply to these crops that have
a low crop yield potential.
Determining N reduction
recommendations is not straight
forward as there are many factors
that influence crop performance.

Fig.3 Average yield results for each N treatment 2017-2020

To determine if lowering N rates on
late cut ratoons would have a yield
impact, a 4-year trial was conducted
on the property of David Ellwood.
3 different rates of N were applied:
150 kgN/ha (6ES), 130kg/ha (6ES-20
kgN/ha) & 110 kg/ha (6ES-40
kgN/ha).
The trial was harvested under typical
conditions in each of the 4 years,
with each treatment receiving 2-3
irrigations per year of 50-60 mm.
The N was applied as a liquid
Dunder on the surface and
incorporated by irrigation.
Annual average yield variation
between treatments was insignificant
(Fig. 3). The trial demonstrated that
N rates can be reduced to late cut
ratoons. Other factors may also need
to be considered under a different
scenario.

Fig.4 David and Tina Ellwood on farm

David has adjusted his N
program based on the trial results
over the last four years. He is
confident to reduce application
rates below the 6ES
recommendations on late cut
paddocks.
The reduced N rates applied to
David's paddocks will increase N
use efficiency and therefore
reduce N run-off risk. This results
in improved water quality
outcomes for the local catchment
and reduced input costs for
David.
For further information contact
John Turner (Farmacist) on
Mb. 0437 581 921.

